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Dan Hall: Today is Friday, September 15, 1995. This is Dan Hall and we're here at the Boone and
Crockett national headquarters. I will be conducting an interview with Daniel Pedrotti. Dan, I'd
like to begin the interview by asking you when and where were you born?
Daniel Pedrotti: I was born in Del Rio, Texas. [full date of birth restricted] 1931.
DH: Can you tell me a little bit about your parents?
DP: My parents were first generation American citizens. Their families both came from
Italy. My father's family settled in San Antonio [and] my mother's family arrived in Del Rio
[which was] a farming community. Dad ran a small grocery store and moved to Del Rio in 1930
and opened a store there in Del Rio and that's where we grew up. He had a fourth grade
education and my mother graduated from high school.
DH: Where did you get your interest in hunting and the outdoors?
DP: From my Dad. He was not a big game hunter. He primarily hunted birds, quail, and I used to
go with him quite a bit.
DH: When did you first learn about the Boone and Crockett?
DP: I can't say when I first learned about it. I did become an associate member early on, when
that program started up, and sort of followed from there.
DH: And when did you join the organization?
DP: I believe 1989.
DH: What offices have you held in the organization?
DP: Well, I've held the chairmanship of the Publications Committee, I was Vice President of
Communications, and now I'm First Vice-President of the Club.
DH: Let's run down those one by one and tell me what's involved with each one of those
positions.
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DP: Okay. My first job with the Club was when I asked to be on the Budget Committee and the
Chairman took a leave of absence from the Club and I sort of became Acting Chairman of the
Budget Committee. During that period of time, I was instrumental in getting our dues increased
from a nominal to $200 a year up to the present day $1,000 for members. That was necessary
in order to, we thought, eliminate once and for all our continual deficit problems. About the
time I got my teeth into being involved with the budget, I was asked the chair the Publications
Committee.
During that time we were publishing the 10th edition of the All Time Records, and although I
was not the editor of it, I did do a lot of the editing and reviewed it for content and saw that the
book got published [in a] timely [manner] and from there we got Involved in the strategic plan.
Steve Mealey headed up a Strategic Planning Committee. We met a number of times and out of
the Strategic Planning Committee we came up with a new structure, which created…put all the
different committees under vice-presidents. We created four vice-presidential spots. I could
give you those - communications, planning physical assets, and hunting and ethics. I believe
those are the categories. So, I was moved from Chairman of the Publications Committee to the
Communications Vice-President and I held that down for a year and a half. Then last year at the
meeting in Dallas, they asked me to serve as First Vice-President.
DH: How did you feel when you first joined the organization?
DP: At first I just felt complimented to be able to belong to such a unique group with only 100
regular members, but what really got me going was this strategic planning process we went
through. We looked back at our history, found out where the Club had been, the different
phases it had gone through. It had gone from a highly active small group of men when Teddy
first started the Club and sort of became, at different times, more or less just a good old boys
club, and then there'd be a change in the membership and real active periods. I think that you
can track four or five periods of activity in the Club. I came in at, I guess, at the start of one of
these active periods, and that's what really excited me. And this strategic plan, where we laid
out some significant goals for the future and really decided where we want to be, I was able to
get involved and l1m hopeful that we can achieve those goals.
DH: What was the rationale for starting this strategic plan?
DP: I think it kind of started along with the celebration of the 100-year anniversary in 1987 at a
meeting in Dallas to celebrate that. Along about that time the idea of acquiring the ranch and
endowing a professorship at the University of Montana was all in progress and it was just a
good time to look at everything and see where we wanted to go. We had a lot of fairly younger,
new members who were eager to get to work and this provided an opportunity to really get our
teeth in it.
DH: Who asked you to participate in the strategic planning process?
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DP: It was just thrown out on the table that we were going to have these strategic planning
meetings and who'd like to come. I thought that it would be a good chance to get to know
something about the Club and also be able to participate in it and contribute something.
DH: This strategic planning process...How has that affected the organization in terms of
membership?
DP: It's caused the membership to become a lot more active. We're limited to 100 regular
members so it can't change the overall membership of the Club, but it has probably encouraged
the recruiting of people who are active in other conservation organizations and are eager to
work and see this conservation effort succeed. I'd say that the way it's affected members is that
it's made them a lot more active. This committee structure now [that] we've got, virtually
everybody in the Club is a member of some committee and I'd say two-thirds of them are active
and working.
DH: What was your personal involvement with the development of this strategic plan?
DP: Really just a real good learning situation with me to see how people interact and help
develop a long-range plan.
DH: What was Steve Mealey's role in all of this?
DP: Steve was the moderator. Steve was the guy that stood up in front of the room and said,
"Here's where we are. Where do you guys want to go? What do you want to see happen?"
There'd be a 30-40 minute discussion, and all of a sudden Steve would say, "I think I hear this.”
He'd write it on the blackboard, and sure enough it was what everybody was thinking. The last
30 minutes we'd been arguing back and forth—"that's a bunch of crap,” and "this is not right,"
and this and that. Steve was able to pick out of that and it really amazed me at his talent to do
that. That went on for about two years. We probably had seven or eight meetings, and when it
was all done, he wrapped it up and it was really a fine plan.
DH: Did you envision that it would involve this much work, this many meetings?
DP: No, I didn't. I thought, you know, this would be a one day or half day affair or something
like that.
DH: Who were some of the other players that were involved with the development of the plan?
DP: Paul Webster; Steve Adams, of course; Hal Salwasser. Over this period of time there were
open meetings and I'd say half of the Club members participated at some point or other. I think
I attended most of the meetings. I felt like this was something we were going somewhere with
and I really got interested in it.
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DH: Is the plan something that can stand alone as it is or is it going to need continual tinkering?
DP: It's a continual moving target, but I guess the vision can stand still. We created a vision as
well as a strategic plan. Our vision statement is what we think the Club ought to look like, what
we want the Club to be in the year 2000, what we want to be known for in the year 2100. And
we also have a vision for wildlife and conservation. It's all published. It might be good if you
took a look at that, see, where we ended up.
DH: I've seen the final result.
DP: Okay, and the Triangle ties it all together. It was probably a superior job of planning, or a
superior result, let's put it that way, [that] came out of that. I felt like I certainly hadn't failed to
put my two cents worth in.
DH: The reaction from the general membership?
DP: Very enthusiastic. We're moving. We're going. We're going to get there. We're going to
achieve those goals, there's no question about that.
DH: Do you recall whose idea it was to come up with this strategic plan?
DP: No I can't, because as I said it all evolved right around the 100 year anniversary and that's
about the year before I came into the Club. It started out…Lowell Baier did an extensive review
of the history of the Club, which sort of set the tone of where we had been, and where do we
want to go with this thing. When he finished this history, the planning process started. I can't
remember what year that was but it was probably in about the third year after the history that
the completion of the vision statement occurred.
DH: I want to talk a little bit more about your experience on the Budget Committee and the
funding of the organization. What I'm specifically interested in is has the sources of funding for
the Boone and Crockett changed?
DP: We still haven't solved our basic problem of supporting the Club on an annual basis. But
prior to our dues increase, all the budgets were based on projected income from membership
and huge income from book sales, which never materialized. It was a bad budgeting process. So
at the end of the year, there'd be a certain amount of deficit and either one or a group of
people would come forward and write a check. That disturbed me because I couldn't write
those kind of checks and I felt like it made a lesser or second class member out of me. I wanted
to see us get everybody on an equal plane. so that first of all, proceeds from the sale of books
could go to conservation work instead of paying overhead and the basic cost of running this
Club.
An increased dues proposal was floated at the Milwaukee meeting, which was the 21st awards
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meeting, and it was not presented properly or thought out and it failed completely. From that I
realized that it could be done, but the homework had to be worked out. So, I got into the costs
of operations and showed a way that, by raising dues and membership application fees, we
could break even. Unfortunately our numbers turned out not to be adequate so we're still
having that problem. But in presenting the case to the members, they all accepted it because I
had the back-up to show what's been going on and how we were running this deficit every year
and how a few guys were always picking up the tab. and that we were tired of that and I
wanted to get everybody paying their own way. It was passed unanimously. It was just the
difference in presentation from the first go-round when it failed unanimously.
DH: I've heard some people describe the kicking and screaming when the dues changed from
$10 to $25. Was there any of that when it went to $1,000?
DP: No, there wasn't. Like I said, I had an experience with another organization many, many
years ago and I knew that if you sold the idea properly and could prove that it could work,
people would accept it. Everybody thought we'd lose members, but we did not lose many
members and it worked out fine. I didn't hear any kicking and screaming. Like I said there was
certainly viable discussions about the situation, and I was able to answer most of their
questions along with support from ''Towny'' Lathrop and some of the other members of the
Club, and it went over very well.
DH: What role did ''Towny'' Lathrop play in the increase in dues?
DP: Well, Towny was involved…We went to San Antonio and met with Tim Hixon, who was then
the President of the Club. With our facts and figures and laid it to him and 'Towny and Carlton
Maugham, our auditor at the time, and we got the president sold on it and Towny backed me
up, of course, on the presentation.
DH: You mentioned that you were an associate member before you became a regular member.
Can you tell me a little bit about the associate membership program?
_ DP: I picked that up out of probably some advertising in one of the hunter magazines and by that
time I was well aware of the record book and I was curious as to what the Boone and Crockett
Club really was. Reading the associates magazine I started getting a little flavor of what it was
all about. And I ran into Norden van Home, a regular member. I was working on a convention
for the Foundation of the North American Wild Sheep, and he was one of the people working
with me, we were discussing something and I mentioned the Boone and Crockett Club and he
said, 'Would you like to be a member?"
I said, ''Tell me something about it." As he explained a little more about what the organization
was, the limitation on membership and so forth, it perked my interest. I was real pleased to be
accepted.
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DH: Does the associate membership program help fund the organization?
DP: At this time the associate program is probably not carrying its weight. I think it's cost us
more money that we're taking in. It's a $25 membership and I figure it's costing us $35 to
$50.00 a year to maintain a member. I've had an argument with the Associates Committee over
that but it's my feeling that it's an opportunity for us to get the message out. We're trying to
sell the idea of "fair chase" in hunting and conservation of North American game and to create
a forum to combat the anti-hunters and this is an opportunity…We have over 3,000 members in
the associate program right now. Maybe it shouldn't be a profit center. It's an opportunity to
sell our story.
DH: How do the others feel about the associate membership program not pulling its weight
financially?
DP: Most of them feel that it's very close to pulling its own weight. I'm the one that thinks that
it's off a little bit. It may be some problems In our accounting system too. We were just talking
about it this morning. This little gal Julie that woks in Missoula-in the past her full salary has
been charged to the associate’s program and she's only spending probably 60 percent of her
time on that. So the reallocation of her time may make that thing come up on paper where it's
breaking even or close. I just don't think you can supply four magazines a year and keep up a
mailing list on $25.
DH: Aside from the associate membership program and the publications, what other sources of
income does the Boone and Crockett have?
DP: For running the organization we just have dues, book sales and the associates program.
Now the other programs of the Club…The professorship is handled through the Boone and
Crockett Foundation and that's an endowment situation, and the ranch operates off of the
Foundation as well. And so those are other sources of revenues that we don't use to run the
Club. The Foundation does pay us a fee for running the Foundation for them, but that's not a
significant amount.
DH: Can you tell me a little bit about the Foundation?
DP: I don't know too much about the Foundation: It originally had a complete, separate set of
officers and board of directors, and we've been trying to draw it closer and closer into one
organization, but there's still a little bit of...There's a Foundation group and the rest of us. Now
this year I am the Director of the Foundation so I expect to learn something about it. They hire
and fire the professor, they run the ranch and all this other kind of stuff.
DH: The ranch employees then are employees of the Foundation?
DP: Right.
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DH: What's your opinion of the ranch?
DP: Well, I think it's a great opportunity to demonstrate…The key issue that seems to be facing
us is protection of private land ownership in this country. Well, not protection of it but
convincing the private landowners that they can make a living off of it and not have to sell it for
subdivision and development. [The way] we can keep them from subdividing and developing is
to be able to figure out a way for them to maintain these ranches. And the purpose of the
Boone and Crockett Ranch is to demonstrate that you can have a viable ranching industry as
well as wildlife. So that's where we’re coming from ...trying to demonstrate that you can have
abundant wildlife and still have a good ranch, that they are compatible and not competitive
with each other.
DH: Is that message getting across to the ranchers?
DP: I don't think we have demonstrated that yet. We've only had the ranch four or five years
and are just now kind of getting it in shape and getting it to the point where we can start
showing it off. There's several graduate students working on projects out there that will help to
demonstrate this for us.
DH: Is the ranch self-sufficient or is it costing the organization money?
DP: I'd· say it's close to breaking even. We had this downturn in cattle prices that occurred in
the last 18 months that has certainly affected the profitability of it. Of course, you have to
realize that it's totally paid for. There's no carrying cost. It would not be self-sufficient if
someone were paying a mortgage on it. I don't think there's any land in the country that could
stand that. I don't think any farming or ranching country anywhere in the United States could
bear the cost of ownership.
DH: Who sets the directions for the day-to-day operations of the ranch?
DP: Bobby Peebles, who's our manager out there.
DH: Has the organization exerted any influence on Mr. Peebles?
DP: The Ranch Committee has oversight over what goes on at the ranch.
DH: What's the reaction of the general membership to the way the ranch is operated?
DP: I think that most of them are pleased. I've not heard any criticism.
DH: How would you characterize the relationship between the Boone and Crockett and the
University of Montana?
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DP: We're happy to have our professor chair there and we're so far satisfied and support him in
every respect.
DH: How does the Boone and Crockett fund this professorship?
DP: It's funded out of an endowment fund. I don't know what the total endowment is but it's
funded out of the proceeds from the interest on the endowment.
DH: So, again, this individual is an employee of the Boone and Crockett?
DP: Right. For benefits and purposes he's an employee of the University of Montana. As far as
who he works for—well, he works for both of us—but...
DH: What's the reaction of the organization now that Hal Salwasser has left to become the
Regional Forester?
DP: We have a search committee, and we will replace him. I'd say over a year and a half or a
two-year period we'll find somebody to take that job. In the meantime, Dan Pletscher is acting
professor.
DH: There have been a lot of comments that have been made by others, hoping to find out the
undue influence the Texans have in the organization. Would you care to comment on that?
DP: Texans are people that are going to do the work and if nobody's doing the job they're going
to do it for them. We have a large number of Texas members, but I don't see that many of them
really active.
DH: Have you sponsored other people to join the organization since you've been in?
DP: Yes.
DH: How does the sponsorship work?
DP: You know somebody, or you are acquainted with somebody that is very interested in
conservation and has high ethical standards and the procedure is to introduce them to other
members of the Club and vouch for their credibility and propose them as a member. It requires
a seconder and a number of letters of recommendation. Then it's really up to the Club.
DH: The entire organization votes on each new member?
DP: Right.
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DH: Has that ever created any problems?
DP: It might have created problems. I brought the first lady member into this Club and it was a
case where we realized that the time had come and there was no more sanctified places where
men can be without women. I had a very qualified person and before we proposed her
membership, we explained this to the Club members, that this was something that had to
happen. It was not a matter of "if'; it was a matter of "when" we were going to take a lady in.
We had two very qualified women. I proposed one of them and somebody else proposed the
other one. Again, we laid the groundwork, and we said, "When we vote on these members, if
your reason for voting against the membership is because of sex, we're not going to honor your
vote. So, anybody that votes against these applicants must state why." I don't know whether
anybody voted against them or not. But we had things pretty well spelled out before proposed
them and both of them passed.
DH: You say “we.” Who were the other players in this?
DP: Our Membership Committee. Happily, it wasn't the position I was in at that time, but I was
pretty involved in the Membership Committee. "Towny" was the head of the Membership
Committee and it was really his recognition of the fact that 'Ne couldn't go on and become as
visible as we planned to be and have that problem. That was all part of our going from a passive
organization to a more active one. The more our name is thrown around the country and what
have you, you’ve got to be squeaky clean. We stand for ethics in hunting. We cannot afford to
have a discrimination situation on our hands. It was really his idea to bring the women in. I had
to abide by that.
DH: Has this cultural diversification continued on within the organization?
DP: How do you mean cultural?
DH: Now you have a broader spectrum. People within the organization—different viewpoints,
different...?
DP: Yes, very definitely. We have a bunch of individuals... Nobody's afraid to say what they
think.
DH: Has that, in general, been good or bad for the organization?
DP: I think that's good when you have discussions and come to consensus. I think that's very
good for the strength of it. People sit around and don't participate and then complain about the
decisions, that's divisive in my opinion. Get things out on the table. If you can handle these
things and do it democratically and everybody gets to say their thing, usually if you're doing the
right thing, most of the intelligent people are bound to come around to your point of view.
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DH: For a minute, I'd like you to characterize what 'Towny Lathrop's involvement within the
Boone and Crockett has meant to the organization.
DP: Well, when I came to the Club, he seemed to be one of the real active, involved people and
had a lot of influence. He had a lot of insight into what needed to be done and the capability to
get a lot of things accomplished. Being a very close friend of Bill Spencer, who was one of our
esteemed older members, 'Towny got a lot of backing and was able to get things done. Like I
say, I don't think I could've gotten the budget thing done without 'Towny's help.
DH: Can you tell me a little bit about Bill Spencer and his involvement with the organization?
[Break in audio]
DP: —Enabled Towny to know a lot of people on a first name basis. Probably was very helpful in
funding the endowment for the professorship as well as raise the money for the ranch.
DH: Were you present for his presentation of the Sagamore Hill award?
DP: Yes.
DH: Can you tell me a little bit about that?
DP: We did that at the ranch. You heard about it, I guess. It was very touching I think because
his wife had just passed away. The presentation was made out on the point behind the house
there, the overlook. As I recall we had a campfire, made the presentation, sat around and told
stories. It was a very, very impressive situation.
DH: Were you involved with the purchase of the headquarters here in Missoula?
DP: Not directly.
DH: How do you feel about the organization moving out West?
DP: I think moving West was a great idea. I would have preferred something a little more
centrally located, maybe more Midwest or something. It's a long way out here for me, let's put
it that way.
DH: It's a long way for anybody. Would you characterize the annual meetings as more of a
social event, or are these actually work meetings?
DP: Since I've been here, they've been work meetings. This is not an annual meeting; this is just
a director's meeting. But the annual meetings are full-time. They have. committee meetings all
day long, followed by the directors’ meetings and the general membership meeting. They are
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opportunities for everybody to get together and that's where we do most of the work. In fact,
we have traditionally had quarterly meetings—during the planning process we had quarterly
meetings for people who were interested in planning. Directors meetings have evolved from
the planning meetings. This year it looks like we'll get by with only three. We may not have to
have a fourth meeting.
DH: How much of your personal time does involvement with the Boone and Crockett take?
DP: I’d say 25 percent. I don’t know what kind of time you're talking about.
DH: Is this hours and hours of evenings grinding things out?
DP: I'm in a position where I do most of my Club work the office. I have my own business. I've
got staff that does most of the ongoing exploration. I'm in oil/gas exploration business. I have a
staff of geologists, engineers, etc. who carry on the business. I'd say I spend 50 percent of my
time between Boone and Crockett Club and the Foundation for North American Wild Sheep. I'm
a director of that organization as well.
DH: Do you find the two organizations oftentimes work together on issues?
DP: One of our statements...Our vision statement is that the Boone and Crockett Club will be
known as the leading conservation organization in the world, or North America for sure. To that
end, I'm hopeful that we can bring these other organizations under our wing, so to speak. I'm
trying to get some interaction between these organizations. In fact, l was responsible for the
idea of having the meeting, the annual meeting of calling in…We invited 14 other hunting
conservation organizations to come together to find out where our common ground is and try
to create a coalition of some sort, with some specific project in mind, specific goal in mind.
In the past there has not been much interaction between the organizations. They've always
looked on the Boone and Crockett Club as that bunch that doesn't want my trophy in their
book. I think that's the perception a lot of people have of the Boone and Crockett Club…these
other organizations. Really their whole life extends from the Boone and Crockett Club. It was
the original hunting conservation organization, and all of these people have sort of spun off and
done their own thing for different species. But their roots are really here even though they
don't realize it. That's what I'd like to see is that someday we are recognized, and that we do
interact with all of them and that they participate to some degree. They sell our program.
That's what we need to do.
DH: It's an ambitious program. Are there others within the organization who are actively
pursuing this?
DP: I'm getting the point across. People are starting to be more receptive. There are still people
that think that we run the risk of taking on baggage, things that these other organizations do
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that we might not necessarily agree with or that they might get caught in some problems and it
will reflect back on the Boone and Crockett Club. I feel like the opposite of that. I think that
through our direction, if we can gain their confidence and get them singing our song that
they're going to do a lot better job in what they're doing. And I·see these organizations as the
members of the Elk Foundation, the members of the Safari Club, the members of the Sheep
Foundation. They should all be associates of ours. We have 3,000 associates. The Elk
Foundation has—what?—15 to 20,000 members. All of these people should be members of our
association. We could have 30,000 to 40,000 associates. We should be able to somehow use
them to get this job done that we have facing us.
DH: Can you tell me a little bit about the grants-in-aid program that the Boone and Crockett
runs?
DP: I don't know too much about it. It's probably a well-focused effort. Since I've been with the
Club, it’s not been a large financial commitment. I think we've averaged $35 to $60,000 a year
in grant-in-aid. The Foundation for North American Wild Sheep alone does over $400,000 every
year in grant-in-aid. So that's another case where we need to get our projects that we need
done…we need to be able to get these foundations to help fund those things for us. That's
another case where we've got to develop their confidence and get them involved in the overall
big issues and help them to wisely spend their money.
DH: Is there a particular grants-in-aid program that you recall as being satisfying…something
worthwhile?
DP: I'm not that familiar with our grant-in-aid project.
DH: How do you go about convincing these foundations that Boone and Crockett is a
worthwhile organization to associate with?
DP: We just have lead them and interact with them. My idea is to—well one thing I'd like to do
is jointly publish some books with them. If we could do that…Right now I'm trying my best to
convince our publications group to go to the Foundation for North American Wild Sheep and
co-publish a sheep book, a book on wild sheep of North America. And by doing so, lending our
name to this book, not only do we increase overall sales but we give them an opportunity to
make some money at it too. Those are the types of things that I think are going to get them to
want to associate with us and want to be involved with us.
DH: Are there other organizations besides the Sheep Foundation?
DP: Well, of course, the Elk Foundation. We publish an elk and mule deer record book every
four or five years. That's another opportunity to involve ourselves in. IM Crusade for Wildlife is
due to be revised and the Safari Club would very much like to participate with us in that. I don't
know what we can do for the Ruffled Grouse Foundation or the wild turkey group and all those
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but those people did attend our meetings in Dallas and are interested in being part of this
coalition—and Ducks Unlimited. They didn't send a representative. One of our Club members is
a past president...Everybody needs to reach out to these people. But I think we have to put our
best foot forward first.
DH: Does the Boone and Crockett adequately address the anti-hunting issue?
DP: About the only way we address it is in trying to ensure that everybody understands what
ethical fair chase hunting is all about, rather than…As far as with the antihunters, our focus is
the example. "This is fair chase. This is ethical. Hunting is a recreation we're entitled to,” father
than confronting them heads on or going into the background on it.
DH: What have you personally done to promote fair chase?
DP: In my involvement with these other organizations, we talk about it. We just try to—
DH: What do you think the future holds for the Boone and Crockett?
DP: I think the Boone and Crockett Club—if we keep on the track, we're on now we'll be known
not only for the record book but as the leader in wildlife conservation in North America.
DH: How would you like to characterize your association with the organization?
DP: Well, I'm very optimistic that we're going to achieve the goals and vision. I'm very willing to
spend my time and effort and whatever I can do financially to help get there. enjoy the
involvement. It's a very fine group of people.
DH: Well I've run down the list of questions that I wanted to ask you this morning. Is there
anything else that I've forgotten or overlooked that you'd like to add at this point in time?
DP: I've been an environmentalist to some degree and a conservationist for all my life. I can
recall fishing with my dad and going to extremely remote places and being very disappointed to
find old campfires with tin cans and a big mess around them. I can still remember those things.
Coming down a bluff, take 30 or 40 minutes to get down to this pristine fishing hole and there's
this damn mess there. Of course, we always abided by limits and laws. He taught me that. I
can't remember where I first heard about wild sheep but I was really impressed.
My first year on the job in 1958 I went to a meeting of the Geological Society—I'm a geologist
by profession—and one of the geologists had just gotten back from completing his grand slam
and he showed a series of slides and told about this hunt. At that moment I got this desire to
hunt sheep. In 1977 I finally had my kids old enough that I could leave them, and I felt that I
could justify the cost of making the trip to the Yukon to hunt sheep. I've been basically hunting
sheep every year since. So it just all started with my desire to put back what I had found and be
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sure that it will be there for my own kids and their grandkids.
What I really would like to see is a project focused on the year 2100 and based on scientific
surveys or census of what our wildlife is today. What should we expect 100 years from now?
What's realistic? Can we hope to have the same amount of game we have today? Shall we hope
to have more or is there an acceptable 70 percent, 60 percent? I don't have any idea what that
is. I would like to see that quantified and then set out in five-year increments and examine to
see where we are going. There are two reasons for that. One is that it would really give us
something to work for. Secondly, I think it would totally diffuse the anti-hunting group because
we could honestly say that we are working not for game that we are going to hunt. We're not
even working for animals that our children are going to hunt. We're working to be sure that a
generation that doesn't even exist in the minds of men will have what we have. I think you
could slam them with that.
DH: It's an interesting idea.
DP: This seems like something that—that's what I'd like this coalition group to work toward is a
really long range plan. Not a five or ten or twenty. Let's look at 100 years from now. Then come
back to what has to happen next week if we're going to get there. I think that's what I'm all
about as far as the organization is concerned. Whether I can ever see that happen or not I don't
know, but I preach it every chance I get.
DH: Interesting message. Well thank you for the interview.
[End of interview]
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